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Abstract: In the aftermath of the 2007-08 financial crises, regulatory reforms of the 

financial system came to include a role for central counterparts, which are expected to 

improve the stability of derivatives markets. Using an agent-based model simulation, this 

study suggests that central counterparts help achieving this policy objective. The 

introduction of central counterparts, however, can also stimulate novel patterns of industrial 

dynamics, especially in the form of possible fragmentation of the derivatives market into 

segregated networks around different central counterparts. It seems, moreover, that even the 

presence of central counterparts does not provide full safeguard to the preservation of the 

stability of the financial system, depending on the occurrence of relatively high credit 

default losses. 
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1. Introduction 

In 2007-08, the world experienced the greatest financial crisis since 1929, which turned – in 

the following years – in one of the deepest and most prolonged periods of economic 

stagnation of modern history. During the 2010’s, several countries in the world and super-

national organizations reconfigured the regulation of the financial system in a way that 

included, inter alia, new regulation of derivatives markets. Among the new regulatory 

tools, the introduction of Central Counterparts (CCPs) is expected to provide greater 

resistance of the derivatives markets to shocks that could – in principle – threaten the 

stability of the financial system. CCPs are financial institutions that play the role of 

intermediaries between two parties that would otherwise directly trade derivatives with 

each other by substituting (through ‘novation’) an existing derivative contract between two 

counterparts with two contracts having each the CCP as counterpart. The presence of CCPs 

is expected to result in better monitoring, supervision, and safeguards that derivatives are 

executed – especially, because the CCPs would act as ‘guarantors’ for the obligations that 

one counterpart of the derivative contract might not be able to fulfill. 

 

The capacity of CCPs to improve the stability of derivatives market, however, is still 

controversial. CCPs may, in principle, ‘absorb’ or ‘cushion’ the financial system from 

losses that originate from derivatives and that can spread throughout the network of 

derivative contract counterparts. CCPs, however, may not effectively protect the financial 

system from the consequences of relatively unlikely – but still possible – events, such as 

the occurrence of losses that hit financial institutions that are highly interconnected with the 

rest of the financial system and the possibility that relatively large losses disrupt the 

stability of particular financial institutions. The question as to whether CCPs improve the 

stability of the derivatives markets (and, relatedly, of the financial system on the whole) 

depends on the conditions under which derivatives markets operate, including the level and 

structure of interconnections between financial institutions and the magnitude and 

probability distribution of shocks.  

 

This study aims to address the questions of whether CCPs improve the stability of 

derivatives markets. Like many other social and economic systems, derivatives markets 



 

present some of the typical features of complex systems: they are populated by 

heterogeneous actors, the structure of the industry takes the form of a network of 

contractual relationships, and the dynamics of the market is one where past events have 

important feedback effects onto trajectory of the industry in the future (e.g., losses on one 

contract may be shifted to credit protection sellers). Because of these features, this study 

follows an agent-based simulation method to model the behavior of derivatives markets. 

The model allows to contrast and compare the kind of dynamics of the simulated 

derivatives market (namely, of credit protection derivative contracts, i.e., swaps) with and 

without the presence of CCPs. The results of the simulation provide some evidence that 

form the basis for about the contribution that CCPs provide to the stability of derivatives 

markets. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Next section will review the literature on the 

role of CCPs in the regulation of derivatives markets. Section three will illustrate the 

research design of this study. Section four will present the results of the simulations. 

Finally, section five will discuss the findings and draw the conclusions. 

 

2. The role of central counterparts in the regulation of financial markets. 

Central Counterparts (CCPs) constitute an important component part of the emergent 

architecture of derivatives markets regulation. CCPs provide a means for centralizing risk 

management (through processes of multilateral netting, collateralization, and loss 

mutualization) and data processing operations (through trade registration and reporting) 

(Steigerwald, 2013). CCPs bring some clarity to the network of financial derivatives 

contracts that would be otherwise ‘opaque’, in the sense that the multiplicity of derivative 

contracts between financial institutions would be otherwise difficult to discern and 

understand. Without CCPs, no industry operator can have a complete overview of the 

relationships between risk protection buyers and seller. The presence of one (of more) 

CCPs, instead, “allows the numerous bilateral exposures of a market participant to be 

substituted for a single net exposure to a financially and operationally robust” counterpart 

(Reserve Bank of Australia, 2011: 12). A way to express this argument in a graphical form 

is conveyed by Figure 1, which shows how a complex network of bilateral clearing 

(without any CCP) can be simplified with the introduction of a CCP. 

 

 



 

 

 
Figure 1. Financial derivatives contract networks without and with the presence of a CCP (source: Reserve 
Bank of Australia, 2011) 
 

The introduction of CCPs is an innovative component of the regulatory reforms of financial 

markets that took place in the aftermath of the 2007-8 ‘Great Financial Crisis’ (Pagliari, 

2012, 2013; Duff and Zaring, 2013). Following the 2009 G20 meetings, initiatives to 

reform the regulation derivatives (especially of OTC products) took off at both the national 

and super-national level, including the work of the OTC Derivatives Coordination Group, 

formed by the chairs of the Financial Stability Board (FSB), the Basel Committee on 

Banking Supervision (BCBS), the Committee on the Global Financial System (CGFS), the 

International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) and the Committee on 

Payments and Market Infrastructures (CPMI). In the US, re-regulation of derivatives 

markets, in the form of a comprehensive framework for the regulation of OTC derivatives, 

was enacted in Title VII of 2010 Dodd-Frank Act. In the EU, regulation of OTC derivatives 

was included in the called European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR, Regulation 

(EU) 648/2012), that came into force on 16th August 2012.  



 

 

The recent wave of derivatives markets regulatory reforms was primarily intended to 

address three main issues (Acharya, 2009; Acharya et al., 2009; Brunnermeier, 2009), 

namely: a) uncertain counterpart credit risk exposure, which can generate illiquidity and 

can cause markets to break down; b) capital erosion, which can cause the financial system 

to break down if the erosion is large and it is concentrated in financial institutions that 

provide liquidity to part of the financial system; and c) prices that may be away from 

fundamentals due to illiquidity of the market, as it may originate from fire sales, and which 

can cause distortion in capital allocation decisions. In part, greater transparency in the 

market helps tackling these issues by enabling better assessment of counterpart credit risk 

and monitoring of the build up of risk exposures that can be systemically relevant. In this 

context of discussion, works like Acharya et al. (2009) highlighted that the institution of 

central clearinghouses for monitoring counterpart risk externalities (and also appropriate 

collateral and margin requirements), or at least centralized registers for tracking 

transactions, could improve the stability of derivatives markets. 

 

The introduction of CCPs in the new financial regulatory system was supported by several 

scholarly works. Ngo (2007), for example, argued that CCPs could be helpful to reduce the 

complexity of the network of derivative contracts by establishing a ‘hub-and-spoke’ 

configuration. The study observed that CCPs should be adequately robust, in order to 

prevent becoming a source of financial loss or liquidity shortage contagion by itself. CCPs 

could also help reducing the volume of derivative positions (and, relatedly, of margins and 

guarantees) by assisting the ‘netting’ of derivative contracts (i.e., clearing reciprocal and 

equal obligations between counterparts) rather than having counterparts mutually 

exchanging equal amounts of cash flows. Also Cecchetti et al. (2009) argued that CCPs 

could improve market resilience by lowering counterpart risk and increasing transparency. 

The transfer (or ‘novation’) of the derivative contract between two parties to the CCP could 

enable the CCP to net multilaterally and therefore reduce both counterpart and operational 

risk, increase the efficiency of collateral management, and ensure consistent mark-to-

market evaluations of exposures. The study recommended that CCPs should be provided 

with adequate capital (typically in the form of fees from members) and keep liquidity 

position.  

 



 

Also Kiff et al. (2009) argued about the benefits of CCPs. They highlighted that a CCP can 

act as intermediary for exchange-traded derivatives by catching the trade information in 

real time from the trading platform and becoming the direct counterpart after trade 

execution. For OTC derivatives, however, the CCP should be informed of the conditions 

attached to the negotiated derivative contracts. The study also highlighted the importance of 

the structure of the CCP industry, especially noting that the efficiency of counterpart risk 

mitigation produced by CCPs decreases as the number of CCPs clearing the same product 

type increases (Duffie and Zhu, 2009). Also, the study highlighted that the CCP industry 

builds on network externalities (so that net benefits from the use of CCPs is greater when 

relatively high number of members join the scheme) and on scale economies (so that 

average cost per transaction declines with an increase of the number of transactions, 

especially because of the high fixed costs of the derivatives clearing IT infrastructure). It 

was anticipated, therefore, that the structure of the CCP industry would be relatively 

consolidated, with the effect that CCPs should be subjected to regulation (as any public 

utility).  

 

Baker (2009) argued that, in addition to increased prudential supervision and regulation, the 

regulation of OTC derivative markets requires domestic and international systems for 

regulatory cooperation, i.e., within the US, there should be cooperation between SEC and 

CFTC (a ‘regulatory joint venture’), and, internationally, there should be a system of 

public-private partnership to coordinate regulation in the global marketplace. The study 

questioned the effectiveness of regulatory systems that divided the competences between 

regulatory agencies (as this could leave room for unregulated kinds of derivatives), of the 

conventional division between standardized and non-standardized derivative contracts (as 

this has been difficult to implement in the past, because of the flow of innovative derivative 

products that did not plainly fit any classification), and of the lack of attention for 

international aspects of regulation of derivatives.  

 

Also the study of Cherny and Craig (2010) highlighted that CCPs and clearinghouses help 

regulating derivatives markets by making it possible to absorb the default of a financial 

institution, rather than letting the consequence of the default propagate to other financial 

institutions in a potentially escalating effect. CCPs or clearinghouses would work through 

two main tools, namely contract standardization (that would make valuation easier by 

removing heterogeneous terms and increasing trading volume) and margin enforcement 



 

(that would protect the clearinghouse from counterpart default). The authors also 

highlighted that an exchange would also provide pricing services by soliciting bid and ask 

quotes from participants for standardized contracts. 

 

Noyer (2010) highlighted that appropriate incentives should be designed to induce market 

participants to clear on CCPs. In this respect, regulators should find a balance so that 

collateral requirements are set not too tight (in order to make CCP clearing attractive) and 

not too low (in order to mitigate risk). The study noticed that not all derivatives can be 

cleared through clearinghouses or even exchanges anyway (as many of them would remain 

un-standardized in any case), but efforts should be taken to move as many derivatives as 

possible into the CCP system. For those derivative contracts that are not placed in the CCP 

system, regulators should ask market operators to implement appropriate risk management 

practices and higher capital requirements. This, of course, would also place some 

regulatory burden on market operators, which may lack the operational capabilities to deal 

with the new regulatory requirements. 

 

Various studies also highlighted that the introduction of CCPs poses additional regulatory 

issues. Kiff et al. (2009), for example, argued that coordination between national regulators 

is needed in order to prevent conflicts that arise when a CCP, which is based in a particular 

country jurisdiction, nets positions of derivatives that are written according to the terms 

provided in other country jurisdictions. The study also held that more efforts are required to 

improve the quality of information disclosed by financial institutions, including financial 

reporting. Finally, the study contemplated the possibility that CCPs may default and spread 

financial turmoil throughout the financial system, if regulatory and public authorities do not 

take adequate risk mitigation and risk management tools to protect the integrity of financial 

stability. 

 

Duffie et al. (2010) also discussed the possibility of CCP default. The study highlighted 

that, if a CCP is successful in clearing a large quantity of derivative trading, then the CCP 

becomes a systemically important financial institution. The default of the CCP, then, would 

expose a large number of financial institutions to losses. Once created, therefore, the CCPs 

need to be carefully regulated because they pose issues akin to those of large financial 

institutions that are induced to take on too much risk in anticipation that, because of their 

‘too big to fail’ status, public authorities would eventually rescue them from default. In 



 

order to prevent the CCP to became a source of financial instability itself, Duffie et al. 

(2010) call for tight operational and financial controls, including especially risk 

management instruments, tools for quick recapitalization, and tools for reversing the 

position in derivatives with minimal impact on counterparts and markets. Regulators should 

ensure that CCPs are robust enough to sustain various sources of risk, including the defaults 

of multiple counterparts, sudden fire sales of financial assets and rapid reduction of market 

liquidity. Particular attention should be placed to anticipate issues that arise from ‘extreme 

but plausible’ loss scenarios (i.e., relatively rare events, also often characterized as ‘black 

swans’; Taleb, 2001), such as, for instance, large albeit rather unusual price movements. 

This issue is also addressed by Scott et al. (2010), who argued that, by pooling risk, CCPs 

exacerbate, rather than contain, systemic risk. The study argued that, in order to prevent 

acting as a source of financial instability, CCPs need to take measures to reduce their own 

risk, including membership and capital requirements and a backup clearing fund. CCPs, 

moreover, should be subjected to close regulatory scrutiny and apply margin requirements 

for out-of-the-money participants on a day-by-day basis, i.e., the CCP should assess the 

participants’ derivative contracts to market prices and, for those contracts that have 

declined in value, the CCP should ask the participants to provide additional collateral. 

 

Additional issues arise from CCP industry structure. Scott et al. (2010) noticed that having 

a few CCPs (or just one, at the extreme) results in more efficient netting and margining as 

the only CCP would possess information about a large number of derivative transactions. 

On the other hand, having a large number of CCPs, possibly organized by asset class as this 

relates to different risk management techniques, would prevent having a massive 

concentration of risk into ‘too big to fail’ financial institutions and would instill 

competition between CCPs, with potentially beneficial effects on prices of intermediation 

services and innovation. Scott et al. (2010) also considered the possibility that market 

pressure would naturally lead to the configuration of the industrial structure of CCPs, 

which could eventually consolidate in a relatively small number. CCP industry structure, 

moreover, would be dependent on conditions of interoperability, i.e., the possibility for 

CCPs to exchange information on derivative trading in a timely way and to conduct netting 

and margining requirements in a coordinated way. In principle, interoperability would 

result in both the benefit from having multiple CCPs (e.g., in terms of competitive 

pressures and innovation) and the one from having a coordinated approach to risk, 

especially in terms of netting positions of counterparts of different CCPs. In practice, 



 

however, issues arise with respect to the costs of administering interoperability and to the 

establishment of consistent regulatory standards across CCPs. The establishment of 

linkages between CCPs would entail additional risks that relate to the operational, legal, 

liquidity and settlement implications of having two or more CCPs relate to each other 

through the same derivative trading.  

 

In sum, the introduction of CCPs is expected to contribute improving the stability of 

derivatives markets. Scholarly works, however, have put forward contrasting arguments 

about the effectiveness of CCPs. In part, CCPs can ‘buffer’ shocks to the derivatives 

markets by ‘absorbing’ losses and preventing contagion across the financial system (Nier et 

al., 2007). In part, CCPs may became sources of financial instability by themselves if they 

take the role of systemic institutions whose default has repercussions to large parts of the 

financial system. An additional argument, however, is that the role of CCPs would depend 

on the structure of interconnections (i.e., the degree of concentration or fragmentation of 

the network of financial contracts) (Battiston et al., 2009; Gai and Kapadia, 2010; Gai et al., 

2011; Halaj and Kok, 2013; Moussa, 2011; Nier et al., 2007). Some, moreover, might even 

downplay the possibility that ‘domino effects’ would escalate local losses or defaults into 

systemic crises (Brunnermeier et al., 2009). 

 

3. Research design 

The introduction of CCPs results in the interposition of a CCP in between the counterparts 

of derivatives trading. The CCP is expected to sustain the losses that may arise if any 

counterpart defaults. In order to assess whether CCPs help improving stability of 

derivatives markets, we consider under which conditions CCPs absorb losses: could the 

default of a single, relatively large, financial institutions on derivative contracts bring down 

the ‘cushion’ provided by the CCP? Or could the CCP be severely hit by the concurrent 

default of several, relatively small, financial institutions on derivative contracts rather than 

of a single large one? How does the networked structure of the derivatives markets affect 

the impact of losses and defaults on CCPs? These questions can be addressed by examining 

how the introduction of CCPs affects the dynamics of the derivatives market under 

different conditions, including the level and structure of interconnections between financial 

institutions and the magnitude and probability distribution of shocks. 

 



 

Within the finance discipline, there has been an emerging – albeit circumscribed – interest 

towards the use of agent-based simulation models for better understanding how financial 

markets work and how they can be more effectively regulated (Bookstaber, 2012). 

Buchanan (2009), for example, discussed the use of agent-based models (ABMs) to explore 

how regulation deals with out-of-equilibrium situations. The study noticed that ABMs can 

assist regulators to anticipate the effects of regulatory measures by simulating the likely 

consequences of behavioral adjustment of the regulated to changed regulatory conditions. 

In addition, the study highlighted that ABMs can also incorporate the anticipation of 

regulatory measures from the side of agents, as well as the strategies that agents can follow 

for avoiding the unwelcome aspects of the regulatory burden. Simulation approaches, 

therefore, provide a way to understand the kind of ‘arms race’ that the regulators and the 

regulated undertake when adjusting their policies, in a co-evolutionary fashion, to the 

conduct of other players.  

 

Instances of the use of ABMs in the study of derivatives markets have been provided by 

Markose (2012) and Markose et al. (2012). Markose (2012) used ABMs to understand the 

role of credit default swaps (CDSs) in the origin and proportion of the Great Financial 

Crisis. The study highlighted that the CDSs introduced so-called ‘reflexivity’ properties 

into the financial system, because risk protection sellers suffer from an increase of CDSs 

spread when the value of the underlying asset that they protect deteriorates. One 

consequence of the decrease of value of the underlying asset, in fact, can be the default of 

both the risk protection seller and the holder of the devalued asset, with the resulting effect 

that, rather than making the financial system more resilient, the use of CDSs may result in 

exacerbating the consequences of a drop of price of underlying assets. The study, therefore, 

showed that CDS markets exhibit more fragility than it is usually assumed, because 

financial institutions are willing to take on much more risk than the risk protection sellers 

are actually capable to support. Pivotal risk protection sellers (or ‘super-spreaders’ as they 

are called by Haldane, 2009) should be made more robust, especially by increasing the 

requirement to hold buffers against potential losses. 

 

The study of Markose et al. (2012) developed an ABM that paid attention to bank balance 

sheet and off-balance sheet activity in response to changes in regulatory policy and under 

competitive co-evolutionary pressures to grow market share. The model especially focused 

on the role of CDSs in the origin of the Great Financial Crisis, and was intended to show 



 

how the dense interconnection in the network of financial relationships played an important 

role as a source of systemic risk. They concluded that structural weakness in modern risk 

sharing institutions arises from too much concentration of market share among a few 

broker-dealers. 

 

Following the same methodological approach, this study contains an ABM of derivatives 

market to simulate market dynamics under different conditions that especially include the 

presence (or absence) of CCPs within the derivatives contract network. The epistemological 

perspective that underpins this study is the one to stimulate a better qualitative 

understanding of the role of CCPs in derivatives markets. Simulation is often regarded as a 

suitable technique to fulfill this research interest, in a way that differs from both inductive 

and deductive research approaches (Axelrod and Tesfatsion, 2006; Epstein, 1999; Wallace, 

2009). ABS simulation, in particular, is especially suited to explore the aggregated behavior 

of a system (like derivatives market) as resulting from the interaction between its 

constituent parts (like financial institutions and derivative contracts). With respect to 

alternative methodologies, ABMs are especially sensitive to relax the assumptions about 

the ‘representative agent’ (i.e., agents are heterogeneous), to grant more importance to 

decentralized interactions between agents, and to introduce constraints to agents’ 

rationality, typically in the form of limited capacity to process a limited amount of 

information (Young, 2006; Epstein, 2006; Farmer and Foley, 2009). 

 

The ABM of the derivatives market used in this study was constructed with Netlogo 

(https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/) by defining (a) the agents that populate the model, 

(b) the routines that drive the behavior of the agents, and (c) the input-output interface that 

enables the researcher to run alternative simulations (depending on the parameters set for 

the model) and to see the results of the simulation. The design of the model includes two 

variant – Model A and Model B (models are provided in the Annex). Agents in Model A 

comprise banks and credit protection sellers. Agents in Model B comprise banks, credit 

protection sellers, and CCPs. Agents are characterized by two stock variables and two flow 

variables. The two stock variables relate to assets (credits in the case of banks and 

investment assets in the case of credit protection sellers and CCPs) and equity (or reserves), 

while the two flow variables relate to losses that are passed to other financial institutions 

and losses that are received from other financial institutions on the basis of credit protection 

contracts (i.e., CDSs). The behavior of the agents is based on rules, which include 



 

absorbing losses if agents cannot pass them to other financial institutions on the basis of 

credit protection contracts or passing losses to other financial institutions if there are credit 

protection contracts and the counterparts can fulfill their obligations. Bank agents are 

affected by random credit default events that depend on both general exposure to default 

risk and idiosyncratic (bank-specific) exposure to default risk.  

 

 The model also includes some features that are intended to replicate the networked 

structure of the financial derivatives industry. In Model A, each bank agent is connected to 

one or more credit protection sellers and, if a bank is left without any connection to any 

credit protection seller (e.g., if a credit protection seller goes bankrupt) then the bank 

searches for at least one new credit protection contract with any financial institution. Credit 

protection sellers, moreover, are connected to one or more other credit protection sellers 

and, if a credit protection seller is left without any connection to other credit protection 

sellers then it searches for at least one new credit protection contract with any other 

financial institution. In Model B, however, credit protection sellers are not allowed to 

connect with each other directly; rather, all credit protection sellers are connected to a CCP, 

which takes an intermediary role between any two credit protection sellers. The extent to 

which agents (banks, credit protection sellers and CCPs) are connected to others is 

controlled by the degree of connectivity of the network (a parameter that is set by the 

researcher). 

 

The researcher can manipulate the setting of the models in various respects. Inputs to the 

model include the number of banks, of credit protection sellers, and (in Model B) of CCPs; 

the degree of connectivity of the agents with other agents; the exposure of banks to general 

credit default risk conditions and to bank-specific credit default events; and the magnitude 

of credit losses when banks are hit by default events. The researcher can observe the 

behavior of the model by looking at aggregated indicators, such as total number of agents 

of each category, total number of linkages between agents, total credit or assets, and total 

reserves – apart from a graphical representation of the derivatives contracts network. The 

trajectory of these aggregated indicators provides the evidence that is relevant to draw 

inferences on the role of model conditions – especially, the presence or absence of CCPs – 

onto the stability of the simulated derivatives market.  

 

 



 

4. Results of the simulation 

The ABM simulation of the derivatives market exhibits typical features of complex 

systems. The dynamics of the simulated derivatives market may be relatively stable, in the 

sense of preserving the original number of financial institutions and other relevant 

aggregates (e.g., total credits, assets, and reserves); depending on initial parameters 

settings, however, the dynamics of the model may exhibit chaotic behavior or periods of 

relative stability are interrupted by abrupt deterioration of the properties of the simulated 

derivatives market. The simulation also exhibits forms of self-organization in ways that are 

not centrally coordinated, such as, for example, the adjustment of the industry network 

around a more limited number of bank agents or CCP agents. The simulation also shows 

how perturbations to the system, e.g., defaults in particular bank agents, may escalate to 

system-scale effects.  

 

The simulation of Model A (i.e., without CCPs) results in the following observations: 

� The simulated derivatives market appears more stable if – ceteris paribus –there are 

fewer bank agents (Figures 2-3). When the number of bank agents is relatively 

small, any credit default loss can be easily ‘absorbed’ by the network of credit 

protection contracts. When the number of bank agents is relatively high, random 

combinations of credit default losses may concentrate on a particular credit 

protection seller and make it bankrupt.  

� The simulated derivatives market is exposed to occasional disruptions followed by 

regained stability if – ceteris paribus – there is higher number of both bank agents 

and credit protection sellers. (Figure 4). In a relatively ‘small world’ made of a few 

bank agents and credit protection sellers, credit defaults may not concentrate large 

losses on any particular credit protection seller. In a large network of derivatives 

contract, it may happen that multiple credit default losses hit the same financial 

institution and result in their bankrupt.  

� The simulated derivatives market appears more stable if – ceteris paribus – the level 

of network connectivity is relatively low (Figure 5). When the number of derivative 

contracts between banks and credit protection sellers and between credit protection 

sellers with each other is relatively low at the outset, then credit defaults may 

concentrate on a credit protection seller without losses being (at least partially) 

shifted (or ‘dispersed’) to other financial institutions. Depending on the occurrences 

of shocks and network structure, the dynamics of the simulated derivatives market 



 

may result in stable industry configuration after some credit protection sellers go 

bankrupt.  

� The simulated derivatives market appears more stable if – ceteris paribus – the 

probability of credit defaults or the magnitude of losses is low. At the opposite, if 

the magnitude of losses is relatively high, then the credit protection sellers of the 

simulated derivatives market cannot ‘absorb’ losses and they are driven to bankrupt 

(Figure 6). 

 

 
Figure 2. Relatively stable aggregated behavior of the system, with relatively low number of banks at the 
outset (instance). The system is stable after more than 800 periods (‘ticks’) 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Disrupted aggregated behavior of the system, with relatively high number of banks at the outset 
(instance). The system went through a disruption and regained stability after about 200 periods (‘ticks’), with 
a lower number of credit default sellers than at the outset. 

 



 

 
Figure 4. Moderately disrupted aggregated behavior of the system, with relatively high number of banks and 
credit protection sellers at the outset (instance). The system went through a moderate disruption and regained 
stability after about 400 periods (‘ticks’), with a lower number of credit default sellers than at the outset. 
  

 
Figure 5. Disrupted aggregated behavior of the system, with relatively low connectivity between banks and 
credit protection sellers at the outset (instance). The system went through a disruption and regained stability 
after about 300 periods (‘ticks’), with a lower number of credit default sellers than at the outset. 

 

 
Figure 6. Total extinction of credit protection sellers when the incidence of credit default events is relatively 
high (instance). All credit protection sellers went bankrupt in a relatively short time period (about 30 ‘ticks’). 

 

 



 

The simulation of Model B (i.e., with CCPs) results in the following observations: 

� The simulated derivatives market appears stable– ceteris paribus – irrespective to 

the number of bank agents. This is in contrast with results from Model A, where the 

simulated derivatives market appears more stable – ceteris paribus – the lower the 

number of bank agents.  

� The simulated derivatives market appears relatively stable – ceteris paribus – also 

when there is higher number of both bank agents and credit protection sellers. This 

is in contrast with results from Model A, where the simulated derivatives market is 

exposed to occasional disruptions followed by regained stability if – ceteris paribus 

– there is higher number of both bank agents and credit protection sellers. 

� The simulated derivatives market appears relatively stable – ceteris paribus – 

irrespective to the level of connectivity between banks and credit protection sellers 

and between credit protection sellers with each other. This is in contrast with results 

from Model A, where the simulated derivatives market appears more stable if – 

ceteris paribus – the level of network connectivity is relatively low. If both of the 

connectivity between banks and credit protection sellers and between credit 

protection sellers with each other are relatively low, however, it may happen that 

the industry disaggregates into separate networks of credit protection contracts 

(Figure 7). 

� The simulated derivatives market appears relatively stable – ceteris paribus – 

irrespective to the probability of credit defaults or the magnitude of losses. This is in 

contrast with results from Model A, where the simulated derivatives market appears 

more stable if – ceteris paribus – the probability of credit defaults or the magnitude 

of losses is low. An interpretation of these results is that the simulated financial 

derivatives industry gains remarkable stability with the inclusion of CCPs, which 

assist the execution of credit protection contracts also when it is likely that banks 

experience default events (either systemically or specifically). It should be noted, 

however, that also in Model B credit protection sellers may go bankrupt if the 

probability of credit defaults or the magnitude of losses is pushed at relatively 

extremely high levels. 

� Finally, the simulated derivatives market appears relatively stable – ceteris paribus 

– irrespective to the number of CCPs at the outset. 

 



 

 
Figure 7. Relatively stable aggregated behavior of the system in Model B, with low values of connectivity of 
banks and of credit protection sellers (instance). The system results in the disaggregation of the financial 
derivatives industry into separated networks of credit protection contracts. 
 
 

 Model A (without CCPs) Model B (with CCPs) 

Number of agents:   

High Possible disruption followed by 
regained stability 

Stable 

Low Stable (‘small world’) Stable 

Connectivity between the agents 

High Possible disruption followed by 
regained stability 

Stable 

Low Stable Stable but the industry may 
disaggregate into separate networks 

around different CCPs 

Probability of credit default events 

High Prone to disruption followed by 
regained stability 

Stable 

Low Stable Stable 

Incidence of credit defaults 

High Prone to extinction of credit 
protection sellers  

Prone to disruption followed by 
regained stability or to extinction of 

credit protection sellers 

Low Stable Stable 
 

 
Table 1. Results from the simulation of Model A and Model B: features of the aggregated behavior of the 
simulated financial derivatives industry 
 

Results from the simulation are summarized in Table 1. Model B (i.e., with CCPs) provides 

more sources of stability of the simulated financial derivatives market. It should be 

highlighted, however, that also Model B is not immune from potential sources of 



 

disruption. If the simulated financial derivative market exhibits features relatively low level 

of connectivity at the outset, then the credit protection network may disaggregate into 

smaller and separated networks, each organized around a different CCP. Another potential 

source of disruption is the exposure to relatively high incidence of credit default losses, 

where both Model A and Model B result in reduction of the number of credit protection 

sellers in the industry. Differently from Model A, however, Model B may not result in the 

extinction of credit protection sellers, a feature of the results of simulation of Model B that 

may corroborate the beliefs that CCPs result in greater stability of the financial system. 

 

5. Conclusions 

This study aimed to address the issue whether CCPs improve the stability of derivatives 

markets. The analysis conducted with an ABM simulation of a derivatives market showed 

that CCPs provide sources of stability to the simulated system, with respect to the 

alternative scenario where no CCP is included in the industry structure. The introduction of 

CCPs, however, can also stimulate novel patterns of industrial dynamics, especially in the 

form of possible fragmentation of the derivatives market into segregated networks around 

different CCPs. It seems, moreover, that even the presence of CCPs does not provide full 

safeguard to the preservation of the stability of the financial system, depending on the 

occurrence of relatively high credit default losses. 

 

The results presented in this study have some limitations that should be duly 

acknowledged. One limitation originates from the kind of criticism that can be leveraged 

towards all ABMs and to the very simulation method mode generally (Tesfatsion, 2005): 

what is the relevance of the model and of the results to ‘real world’ behavior? Results from 

the simulation model obviously originate from the assumptions that are made about the 

drivers for the conduct of agents, the rules for executing derivatives contracts, and the 

selection and relative magnitude of the parameters set at the outset of the simulation. This 

criticism is partially well founded because results of the simulations of the model presented 

here do not account for any empirical evidence about the dynamics of derivatives markets. 

This criticism, however, is misguided because it contradicts the aim that simulation models 

like the one presented here should attain, namely to provide evidence for a better 

understanding of the dynamics of the derivatives markets under different conditions. In this 

respect, the model fulfills its function to provide some insights into the regulation of 

derivatives markets. 



 

Another limitation of the model is the relative over-simplification of the complexity of the 

derivatives market, especially in relation to features of credit protection contracts and to the 

strategic behavior of agents. Credit protection contracts are relatively sophisticated 

institutions, which often include several clauses, terms, and conditions. The model 

presented here includes a partial representation of the rules that determine the allocation of 

losses among the agents. The model presented here, therefore, can be further developed in 

order to include more sophisticated – and, in a sense, ‘realistic’ – accounts of contractual 

practices in the derivatives markets. The model presented here, moreover, includes a 

simplified representation of the principles that orient the behavior of agents. Again, the 

model presented here can be further developed in order by including, for example, a role 

for credit protection sellers’ strategy for managing their derivatives portfolio, for entry of 

new competitors into the industry, and for the possibility that agents exchange derivatives 

for speculative purposes rather than for ‘re-protection’ from risk exposure.  

 

The present study also suggests some venues for additional research. The present study 

only focused on the role of CCPs in the derivatives markets. Additional research could be 

done on the effects of other regulatory tools that have been introduced in regulatory reforms 

of the financial systems in the last years. ABM simulations can offer some contributions to 

the policy discourse, especially by providing some ways to anticipate the effects of novel 

regulatory tools including those that relate to decisions taken by agents that strategically 

interact with each other and that may devise ingenious strategies to bypass or circumvent 

those parts of the regulations that limit their profitability. Armed with agent-based method 

tools, financial regulators may be better positioned to design more effective regulatory 

tools. 
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Annex 

 

Model A code: 

;; General features of the model 
 
breed [banks bank] ;; create the banks 
breed [cpss cps]  ;; create the credit protection sellers 
 
undirected-link-breed [bank_cpss bank_cps] ;; create the network between banks and cpss 
undirected-link-breed [cps_cpss cps_cds]  ;; create the network between cpss 
 
;; Initialization of the variables 
 
banks-own [ 
  bank-credits ;; amount of credits that the bank has 
  bank-reserves ;; amount of reserves that the bank has 
  credit-default-prob ;; probability that a bank suffers from default of its credits 
  bank-credit-loss ;; the loss on credits that the bank incurs 
  bank-loss-to-pass  ;; outflow of loss on credits that the bank wants to pass to a cps 
] 
 
cpss-own [ 
  cps-assets ;; amount of assets the credit protection seller has and can sell in case of need 
  cps-reserves ;; amount of reserves that the credit protection seller has 
  cps-assets-loss ;; inflow of loss on assets that the cps should try to recover from others 
  cps-loss-to-pass  ;; outflow of loss on assets that the cps wants to pass to others 
] 
 
;; Set-up of the model 
 
to setup 
  __clear-all-and-reset-ticks 
  setup-banks 
  setup-cpss 
  network-banks 
  network-cpss 
end 
 
to setup-banks 
  create-banks bank-count [ 
    set shape "circle"  
    set color red  
    set bank-credits 30 + random 70 
    set bank-reserves 10 + random 20 
    set bank-credit-loss 0 
    set bank-loss-to-pass 0 
    ifelse prob-default-loan = 0 [set credit-default-prob 0] [set credit-default-prob ((prob-
default-loan - 1) * 10 + random 10)] 
    move-to one-of patches 



 

] 
end 
 
to setup-cpss 
  create-cpss cps-count [ 
    set shape "circle"  
    set color blue  
    set cps-assets 30 + random 70 
    set cps-reserves 10 + random 20 
    set cps-loss-to-pass 0 
    set cps-assets-loss 0 
    move-to one-of patches 
] 
end 
 
to network-banks 
  ask banks [create-bank_cps-with one-of cpss] 
  repeat bank-connectivity [ask banks [if random 100 < bank-credits [create-bank_cps-with 
one-of other cpss]]]  
;; Every bank has at least one connection with a cps 
;; The higher the connectivity of a bank with cpss, the more banks search for additional 
connections with other cpss 
;; Searching for connections with other cpss is more likely if the bank has more credits 
end 
 
to network-cpss 
  ask cpss [create-cps_cds-with one-of other cpss] 
  repeat cps-connectivity [ask cpss [if random 100 > cps-assets [create-cps_cds-with one-of 
other cpss]]]  
;; Every cps has at least one connection with another cps 
;; The higher the connectivity of cpss with each other, the more cpss search for additional 
connections with other cpss 
;; Searching for connections with other cpss is more likely if the cps has less assets 
end 
 
;; The general routine of the model 
 
to go 
if not any? banks [stop] 
if not any? cpss [stop] 
 
ask banks [if bank-reserves <= 0 [die]] ;;banks fail when they are out of reserves 
ask cpss [if cps-reserves <= 0 [die]] ;; cpss fail when they are out of reserves 
 
ask banks [seek-bank-connections] 
ask cpss [seek-cps-connections] 
 
ask banks [check-bank-losses] 
ask cpss [check-cps-losses] 
 



 

ask banks [reduce-bank-reserves] 
ask cpss [reduce-cps-reserves] 
 
ask banks [restore-bank-credits] 
ask cpss [restore-cps-assets] 
 
tick 
 
make-plot  
make-plot2 
make-plot3 
make-plot4  
make-plot5 
make-plot6 
if layout? [layout] ;; This is to run the graphic display of the financial network 
end 
 
;; The routines to check if banks and cpss have no more connections 
 
to seek-bank-connections 
  if count my-bank_cpss = 0 [  ;; if the bank has no more connections 
    if count cpss > 0 [  ;; if there are cpss 
      if bank-credits > 0 [  ;; if the bank has credits  
        create-bank_cps-with one-of cpss  ;; create a connection between the bank and one cps 
        repeat bank-connectivity [if random 100 < bank-credits [create-bank_cps-with one-of 
cpss]] ;; create additional connections depending on connectivity 
    ]]] 
end 
 
to seek-cps-connections 
  if count my-cps_cpss = 0 [  ;; if the cps has no more connections 
    if count cpss > 1 [   ;; if there are other cpss 
      if cps-assets > 0 [  ;; if the cps has assets  
        create-cps_cds-with one-of other cpss  ;; create a connection between the cps and 
another cps 
        if count cpss > cps-connectivity + 2 [ ;; if there are enough other cpss 
          repeat cps-connectivity [if random 100 > cps-assets [create-cps_cds-with one-of 
cpss]] ;; create additional connections depending on connectivity 
    ]]]] 
end 
 
;; The routines to check if there is any default and what are their consequences on the cds 
network  
 
to check-bank-losses 
  if bank-credits > 0  ;; if a bank has some credits 
    [if random 100 < (credit-default-prob / 2 + (general-default-risk * 10) / 2) ;; if it 
randomly happens that there is a default  
      [set bank-credit-loss (bank-credits * default-incidence / 100) ;; then a loss on credits 
happens 



 

      ifelse count my-links > 0  ;; if there are connections with at least one cps 
        [set bank-loss-to-pass bank-credit-loss;; then take note of the loss on credits to pass to 
a cps 
        ifelse not any? bank_cps-neighbors with [cps-assets > 0] ;; if there are no links to cpss 
with assets 
          [set bank-credits (bank-credits - bank-credit-loss) ;; then compute the loss on credits 
of the bank 
          ] 
          [ask one-of bank_cps-neighbors with [cps-assets > 0] ;; else, then ask any linked cps 
with assets... 
           [set cps-assets-loss [bank-loss-to-pass] of myself] ;; that the cps takes note of 
potential loss on their assets 
           ]] 
      [set bank-credits (bank-credits - bank-credit-loss)]  ;; else, then compute the loss on 
credits of the bank 
      ]] 
    set bank-credit-loss 0  ;; reset losses on credit of the bank as nil 
    set bank-loss-to-pass 0  ;; reset losses to pass to cpss as nil 
end 
 
to check-cps-losses 
  if cps-assets > 0 ;; if a cps has some assets 
    [if cps-assets-loss > 0 ;; if the cps has some loss on assets passed by another agent 
      [ifelse count my-links > 0  ;; if there are links with other cpss 
        [set cps-loss-to-pass cps-assets-loss  ;; then take note of the loss on assets to pass to 
another cps 
         ifelse not any? cps_cds-neighbors with [cps-assets > 0]  ;; if there are no links to cpss 
with assets 
          [set cps-assets (cps-assets - cps-assets-loss)  ;; then compute the loss on assets of the 
cps 
           ]   
          [ask one-of cps_cds-neighbors with [cps-assets > 0]  ;; else, then ask any linked cps 
with assets... 
           [set cps-assets cps-assets - [cps-loss-to-pass] of myself] ;; that the cps takes note of 
potential loss on their assets 
           ]] 
        [set cps-assets (cps-assets - cps-assets-loss)]  ;; else, then compute the loss on assets of 
the cps 
         ]] 
  set cps-assets-loss 0  ;; reset losses on assets of the cps as nil 
  set cps-loss-to-pass 0  ;; reset losses of the cps to pass as nil 
end 
 
;; The routines to transfer losses on credits and assets to reserves 
 
to reduce-bank-reserves 
  if bank-credits < 0  ;; if a bank has negative credits 
    [set bank-reserves (bank-reserves + bank-credits)  ;; then reduce bank reserves for the 
amount of the negative credits 
      set bank-credits 0]  ;; reset credits to zero 



 

end 
 
to reduce-cps-reserves 
  if cps-assets < 0  ;; if a cps has negative assets 
    [set cps-reserves (cps-reserves + cps-assets)  ;; then reduce cps reserves for the amount 
of the negative assets 
      set cps-assets 0]  ;; reset assets to zero 
end 
 
;; Routines to let banks and cps regain some credits and assets over time 
 
to restore-bank-credits 
  if bank-credits < (bank-reserves * 3) [ ;; if a bank can expand its credits 
    set bank-credits (bank-credits + 10)  ;; bank credits are slightly increased  
  ] 
end 
 
to restore-cps-assets 
  if cps-assets < (cps-reserves * 3) [  ;; if a cps can expand its assets 
    set cps-assets (cps-assets + 10)  ;; cps assets are slightly increased 
  ] 
end 
 
;; The following code draws the plots 
 
to make-plot 
  set-current-plot "bank count" 
  set-current-plot-pen "default" 
  plot count banks 
end 
 
to make-plot2 
  set-current-plot "cps count" 
  set-current-plot-pen "default2" 
  plot count cpss 
end 
 
to make-plot3 
  set-current-plot "total credits of banks" 
  set-current-plot-pen "default3" 
  plot sum [bank-credits] of banks 
end 
 
to make-plot4 
  set-current-plot "total reserves of banks" 
  set-current-plot-pen "default4" 
  plot sum [bank-reserves] of banks 
end 
 
to make-plot5 



 

  set-current-plot "total assets of cpss" 
  set-current-plot-pen "default5" 
  plot sum [cps-assets] of cpss 
end 
 
to make-plot6 
  set-current-plot "total reserves of cpss" 
  set-current-plot-pen "default6" 
  plot sum [cps-reserves] of cpss 
end 
 
;; The following code draws the network 
 
to layout 
  ;; the number 3 here is arbitrary; more repetitions slows down the 
  ;; model, but too few gives poor layouts 
  repeat 3 [ 
    ;; the more turtles we have to fit into the same amount of space, 
    ;; the smaller the inputs to layout-spring we'll need to use 
    let factor sqrt count turtles 
    ;; numbers here are arbitrarily chosen for pleasing appearance 
    layout-spring turtles links (1 / factor) (7 / factor) (1 / factor) 
    display  ;; for smooth animation 
  ] 
  ;; don't bump the edges of the world 
  let x-offset max [xcor] of turtles + min [xcor] of turtles 
  let y-offset max [ycor] of turtles + min [ycor] of turtles 
  ;; big jumps look funny, so only adjust a little each time 
  set x-offset limit-magnitude x-offset 0.1 
  set y-offset limit-magnitude y-offset 0.1 
  ask turtles [ setxy (xcor - x-offset / 2) (ycor - y-offset / 2) ] 
end 
 
to-report limit-magnitude [number limit] 
  if number > limit [ report limit ] 
  if number < (- limit) [ report (- limit) ] 
  report number 
end 
 

 



 

Model B code 

;; General features of the model 
 
breed [banks bank] ;; create the banks 
breed [cpss cps]  ;; create the credit protection sellers 
breed [ccps ccp]  ;; create the central counterparts 
 
undirected-link-breed [bank_cpss bank_cps] ;; create the network between banks and cpss 
undirected-link-breed [cps_ccps cps_ccp]  ;; create the network between cpss and ccps 
 
;; Initialization of the variables 
 
banks-own [ 
  bank-credits ;; amount of credits that the bank has 
  bank-reserves ;; amount of reserves that the bank has 
  credit-default-prob ;; probability that a bank suffers from default of its credits 
  bank-credit-loss ;; the loss on credits that the bank incurs 
  bank-loss-to-pass ;; outflow of loss on credits that the bank wants to pass to a cps 
] 
 
cpss-own [ 
  cps-assets ;; amount of assets the credit protection seller has and can sell in case of need 
  cps-reserves ;; amount of reserves that the credit protection seller has 
  cps-assets-loss ;; inflow of loss on assets that the cps should try to recover from others 
  cps-loss-to-pass ;; outflow of loss on assets that the cps wants to pass to others 
] 
 
ccps-own [ 
  ccp-assets ;; amount of assets the central counterpart has  
  ccp-reserves ;; amount of reserves that the central counterpart has 
  ccp-assets-loss ;; inflow of losses on assets that the ccp should try to recover from a cps 
  ccp-loss-to-pass ;; outflow of loss on assets that the ccp wants to pass to a cps 
] 
 
;; Set-up of the model 
 
to setup 
  __clear-all-and-reset-ticks 
  setup-banks 
  setup-cpss 
  setup-ccps 
  network-banks 
  network-cpssccps 
end 
 
to setup-banks 
  create-banks bank-count [ 
    set shape "circle"  
    set color red  
    set bank-credits 30 + random 70 



 

    set bank-reserves 10 + random 20 
    set bank-credit-loss 0 
    set bank-loss-to-pass 0 
    ifelse prob-default-loan = 0 [set credit-default-prob 0] [set credit-default-prob ((prob-
default-loan - 1) * 10 + random 10)] 
    move-to one-of patches 
] 
end 
 
to setup-cpss 
  create-cpss cps-count [ 
    set shape "circle"  
    set color blue  
    set cps-assets 30 + random 70 
    set cps-reserves 10 + random 20 
    set cps-assets-loss 0 
    set cps-loss-to-pass 0 
    move-to one-of patches 
] 
end 
 
to setup-ccps 
  create-ccps ccp-count [ 
    set shape "circle" 
    set color green 
    set ccp-assets 60 + random 140 
    set ccp-reserves 20 + random 40 
    set ccp-assets-loss 0 
    set ccp-loss-to-pass 0 
    move-to one-of patches 
  ] 
end 
 
to network-banks 
  ask banks [create-bank_cps-with one-of cpss] 
  repeat bank-connectivity [ask banks [if random 100 < bank-credits [create-bank_cps-with 
one-of cpss]]]  
;; Every bank has at least one connection with a cps 
;; The higher the connectivity of banks with cpss, the more banks search for additional 
connections with other cpss 
;; Searching for connections with other cpss is more likely if the bank has more credits 
end 
 
to network-cpssccps 
  ask cpss [create-cps_ccp-with one-of ccps] 
    repeat cps-connectivity [ask cpss [if random 100 > cps-assets [create-cps_ccp-with one-
of ccps]]]  
;; Every cps has a connection with at least one ccp 
;; The higher the connectivity of cps with other cps, the more cpss search for additional 
connections with ccps 



 

;; Searching for connections with other cpss is more likely if the cps has more assets 
end 
 
;; The general routine of the model 
 
to go 
if not any? banks [stop] 
if not any? cpss [stop] 
if not any? ccps [stop] 
 
ask banks [if bank-reserves <= 0 [die]] ;; banks fail when they are out of reserves 
ask cpss [if cps-reserves <= 0 [die]] ;; cpss fail when they are out of reserves 
ask ccps [if ccp-reserves <= 0 [die]] ;; ccps fail when they are out of reserves 
 
ask banks [seek-bank-connections] 
ask cpss [seek-cps-connections] 
 
ask banks [check-bank-losses] 
ask cpss [check-cps-losses] 
 
ask banks [reduce-bank-reserves] 
ask cpss [reduce-cps-reserves] 
ask ccps [reduce-ccp-reserves] 
 
ask banks [restore-bank-credits] 
ask cpss [restore-cps-assets] 
ask ccps [restore-ccp-assets] 
 
tick 
 
make-plot  
make-plot2 
make-plot3 
make-plot4  
make-plot5 
make-plot6 
if layout? [layout] ;; This is to run the graphic display of the financial network 
end 
 
;; The routines to check if banks and cpss have no more connections 
 
to seek-bank-connections 
  if count my-bank_cpss = 0 [ ;; if the bank has no more connections 
      if count cpss > 0 [  ;; if there are cpss 
        if bank-credits > 0 [  ;; if the bank has credits 
          create-bank_cps-with one-of cpss  ;; create a connectios between the bank and one 
cps 
          repeat bank-connectivity [if random 100 < bank-credits [create-bank_cps-with one-of 
cpss]] ;; crete additional connections depending on connectivity 
    ]]] 



 

end 
 
to seek-cps-connections 
  if count my-cps_ccps = 0 [  ;; if the cps has no more connections 
    if count cpss > 1 [   ;; if there is at least another cps 
      if cps-assets > 0 [  ;; if the cps has assets 
        ask one-of ccps [create-cps_ccp-with myself create-cps_ccp-with one-of other cpss]  ;; 
then a ccp creates connections with the cps and another cps 
        if count cpss > cps-connectivity + 2 [ ;; if there are enough other cpss 
          repeat cps-connectivity [if random 100 > cps-assets [ask one-of ccps [create-cps_ccp-
with myself create-cps_ccp-with one-of other cpss]]] ;; create additional connections 
depending on connectivity 
    ]]]] 
end 
 
;; The routines to check if there is any default and what are their consequences on the 
network  
 
to check-bank-losses 
  if bank-credits > 0  ;; if a bank has some credits 
    [if random 100 < (credit-default-prob / 2 + (general-default-risk * 10) / 2) ;; if it 
randomly happens that there is a default  
      [set bank-credit-loss (bank-credits * default-incidence / 100);; then a loss on credits 
happens 
        ifelse count my-links > 0  ;; if there are connections with at least one cps 
        [set bank-loss-to-pass bank-credit-loss ;; then take note of the loss on credits to pass to 
a cps 
          ifelse not any? bank_cps-neighbors with [cps-assets > 0] ;; if there are no links to 
cpss with assets 
          [set bank-credits (bank-credits - bank-credit-loss) ;; then compute the loss on credits 
of the bank 
          ]   
          [ask one-of bank_cps-neighbors with [cps-assets > 0] ;; else, ask any linked cps with 
assets... 
           [set cps-assets-loss [bank-loss-to-pass] of myself] ;; that the cps takes not of 
potential loss on their assets 
           ]] 
      [set bank-credits (bank-credits - bank-credit-loss)]  ;; else, then compute the loss on 
credits of the bank 

]] 
  set bank-credit-loss 0 ;; reset losses on credit of the bank as nil 
  set bank-loss-to-pass 0  ;; resent losses to pass to cpss as nil 
end 
 
to check-cps-losses 
  if cps-assets > 0 ;; if a cps has some assets 
    [if cps-assets-loss > 0 ;; if the cps has some loss on assets passed by another agent 
      [ifelse count my-links > 0  ;; if there are links with a ccp 
        [set cps-loss-to-pass cps-assets-loss  ;; then take note of the loss on assets to pass to a 
ccp 



 

         ifelse not any? cps_ccp-neighbors with [ccp-assets > 0] ;; if there are no connections 
to ccps with assets 
          [set cps-assets (cps-assets - cps-assets-loss)]  ;; then compute the loss on assets of the 
cps 
          [ask one-of cps_ccp-neighbors with [ccp-assets > 0] ;; else, then ask any linked ccp 
with assets... 
           [set ccp-assets-loss [cps-loss-to-pass] of myself ;; that the ccp takes note of the loss 
to pass 
             check-ccp-losses]  ;; call the routine of the ccp to cover inflow of losses 
           ]] 
        [set cps-assets (cps-assets - cps-assets-loss)  ;; else, then compute the loss on assets of 
the cps 
         ]]] 
  set cps-assets-loss 0 ;; reset losses on assets of the cps as nil 
  set cps-loss-to-pass 0  ;; reset losses of the cps to pass as nil 
end 
 
to check-ccp-losses 
  ifelse any? cps_ccp-neighbors with [cps-assets > 0]  ;; if there is any cps with assets 
  [set ccp-loss-to-pass ccp-assets-loss ;; then take note of the loss on assets to pass to a cps 
    ask one-of cps_ccp-neighbors with [cps-assets > 0]  
     [set cps-assets (cps-assets - [ccp-loss-to-pass] of myself)]] ;; compute the loss on assets 
of the linked cps 
  [set ccp-assets (ccp-assets - ccp-assets-loss)] ;; else, compute the loss on assets on the ccp 
  set ccp-assets-loss 0  ;; reset losses on assets of the ccp as nil 
  set ccp-loss-to-pass 0 ;; reset losses of the ccp to pass as nil 
end 
 
;; Routine to transfer losses on credits and assets to reserves 
 
to reduce-bank-reserves 
  if bank-credits < 0  ;; if a bank has negative credits 
    [set bank-reserves (bank-reserves + bank-credits)  ;; then reduce bank reserves for the 
amount of the negative credits 
      set bank-credits 0]  ;; reset credits to zero 
end 
 
to reduce-cps-reserves 
  if cps-assets < 0  ;; if a cps has negative assets 
    [set cps-reserves (cps-reserves + cps-assets)  ;; then reduce cps reserves for the amount 
of the negative assets 
      set cps-assets 0]  ;; reset assets to zero 
end 
 
to reduce-ccp-reserves 
  if ccp-assets < 0 ;; if a ccp has negative assets 
  [set ccp-reserves (ccp-reserves + ccp-assets)  ;; then reduce ccp reserves for the amount of 
the negative assets 
    set ccp-assets 0]  ;; reset assets to zero 
end 



 

 
;; Routines to let banks, cpss and ccps regain some credits and assets over time 
 
to restore-bank-credits 
  if bank-credits < (bank-reserves * 3) [ ;; if a bank can expand its credits 
    set bank-credits (bank-credits + 10)  ;; bank credits are slightly increased 
  ] 
end 
 
to restore-cps-assets 
  if cps-assets < (cps-reserves * 3) [  ;; if a cps can expand its assets 
    set cps-assets (cps-assets + 10)  ;; cps assets are slightly increased 
  ] 
end 
 
to restore-ccp-assets 
  if ccp-assets < (ccp-reserves + 3) [  ;; if a ccp can expand its assets 
    set ccp-assets (ccp-assets + 10)  ;; ccp assets are slightly increased 
  ] 
end 
   
;; The following code draws the plots 
 
to make-plot 
  set-current-plot "bank count" 
  set-current-plot-pen "default" 
  plot count banks 
end 
 
to make-plot2 
  set-current-plot "cps count" 
  set-current-plot-pen "default2" 
  plot count cpss 
end 
 
to make-plot3 
  set-current-plot "total credits of banks" 
  set-current-plot-pen "default3" 
  plot sum [bank-credits] of banks 
end 
 
to make-plot4 
  set-current-plot "total reserves of banks" 
  set-current-plot-pen "default4" 
  plot sum [bank-reserves] of banks 
end 
 
to make-plot5 
  set-current-plot "total assets of cpss" 
  set-current-plot-pen "default5" 



 

  plot sum [cps-assets] of cpss 
end 
 
to make-plot6 
  set-current-plot "total reserves of cpss" 
  set-current-plot-pen "default6" 
  plot sum [cps-reserves] of cpss 
end 
 
;; The following code draws the network 
 
to layout 
  ;; the number 3 here is arbitrary; more repetitions slows down the 
  ;; model, but too few gives poor layouts 
  repeat 3 [ 
    ;; the more turtles we have to fit into the same amount of space, 
    ;; the smaller the inputs to layout-spring we'll need to use 
    let factor sqrt count turtles 
    ;; numbers here are arbitrarily chosen for pleasing appearance 
    layout-spring turtles links (1 / factor) (7 / factor) (1 / factor) 
    display  ;; for smooth animation 
  ] 
  ;; don't bump the edges of the world 
  let x-offset max [xcor] of turtles + min [xcor] of turtles 
  let y-offset max [ycor] of turtles + min [ycor] of turtles 
  ;; big jumps look funny, so only adjust a little each time 
  set x-offset limit-magnitude x-offset 0.1 
  set y-offset limit-magnitude y-offset 0.1 
  ask turtles [ setxy (xcor - x-offset / 2) (ycor - y-offset / 2) ] 
end 
 
to-report limit-magnitude [number limit] 
  if number > limit [ report limit ] 
  if number < (- limit) [ report (- limit) ] 
  report number 
end 


